
Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Using both feet and keeping the ball under control, players
should be encouraged to take as many small touches on the
ball as possible using the inside and outside of their feet.

Players need to open their body receiving side on to play
forward early whilst also maintaining good technique when
turning with a low centre of gravity and bent knees.

Whilst on the ball, players should take a quality first touch in
space to then dribble through the activity.

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Player with the ball dribbles out to orange cones, performs a turn and passes to next player at start point. Player with ball at start
point dribbles out to orange cones, turns and passes to next player at start point. At the same time, a player dribbles from orange
cone to end of the area, turns and passes to player who has arrived at orange cone (once that player has turned and passed their
own ball).

Receiving and Turning Warm Up
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15 mins 8 players 8 balls 18 cones 20x20 area
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Set Up

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform turns, players need to be aware of the
ball, space, team mates and defenders whilst also moving
around the area.

When turning, players should focus on the their technique
with bent knees, being low, pushing off in the opposite
direction to eventually turn and accelerate into space.

When a defender approaches, attackers should protect the
ball whilst turning, by placing themself between the ball and
the defender.

Practice Animation

Setup
Set up a square with several 'gates' inside it (cones roughly 1 yard apart from each other).

Players work in pairs with one player inside the square and one outside it. The first player inside the square dribbles to 5 different gates
and performs a turn at the gate. Once the player has completed 5 gates, they look for their teammate on the outside, pass to them and
they swap roles.

Make it more challenging:

1. Defender is introduced who can attempt to tackle or touch the ball of any dribbler for 1 point

2. Ask players on the outside to move around, forcing the player inside to play with their head up

Receiving and Turning Technical Practice
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15 mins 9 players 9 balls 9 bibs 18 cones 20 x 20 area

Awareness

Body shape

Protect and shield the ball



Set Up

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform turns, players need to be aware of the
ball, space, team mates and defenders whilst also moving
around the area.

To receive and turn players should use creative movement
to find new spaces and lose defenders with and without the
ball.

Trying to off balance the defender, attackers should attempt
to face up the opposition whilst also using turns and ball
mastery moves to lose the defender.

Practice Animation

Set Up
Players pass to attacker in the corridor, who performs a turn to score in the small goal. Passer then becomes attacker and attacker joins
line.

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

2. Make the area bigger

Make it more challenging:

1. Defender is introduced who can attempt to tackle the attacker. Defender starts at the goal and can move on attackers first touch.

2. Defender starts at the cones halfway and can move on attackers first touch.

Receiving and Turning Skill Practice
Written by Andy Marks

15 mins 8 players 6 balls 8 bibs 16 cones 20 x 20 area

Awareness

Movement

Face up the defender



Set Up

Key Coaching Points

In order to perform turns, players need to be aware of the
ball, space, team mates and defenders whilst also moving
around the area.

To receive and turn players should use creative movement
to find new spaces and lose defenders with and without the
ball.

To retain possession, attackers should look to protect the
ball by being in between the ball and the defender whilst
turning and attempting ball mastery moves where possible
and applicable.

Practice Animation

Setup
A small sided game with 2 x teams of 4 + 1 floater who plays for team in possession.

Make it easier:

1. Start with the ball in their hands

2. Make the area bigger

Make it more challenging:

1. Limit the touches

2. Add individual challenges

Receiving and Turning Small Sided Game
Written by Andy Marks

20 mins 9 players 5 balls 12 cones 20 x 20 area
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